Advisory Visit
River Yare, Norfolk
December 2009

1.0

Introduction

This report is the output of a site visit undertaken by Tim Jacklin of the Wild
Trout Trust to the River Yare, on 10th December, 2009. Comments in this
report are based on observations on the day of the site visit and discussions
with Jamie Hambro, the landowner.
Normal convention is applied throughout the report with respect to bank
identification, i.e. the banks are designated left hand bank (LHB) or right
hand bank (RHB) whilst looking downstream.

2.0

Overview and Habitat Assessment

The Yare rises south of Dereham, flows eastwards skirting south of Norwich
before being joined by the River Wensum and eventually entering the North
Sea at Great Yarmouth. The 1.2-km reach visited lies on the upper River
Yare, near the village of Coston, approximately 10 miles west of Norwich.
This area falls within the mid-Norfolk character area of the East Anglian Plain
Natural Area1,2, an area of boulder clay and fluvial gravels overlying chalk,
with arable farming the overwhelmingly dominant land use.

Figure 1 River reach inspected. Upstream limit. Downstream limit.

Figure 2 Tithe map (circa 1840s) showing straightened river course and possible original course

This reach of river lies between Black Horse Road and just upstream of the
bridge in the village of Coston (Figure 1). It is evident that the section of
river between Black Horse Road and Long Plantation has been engineered;
the channel is straight and has a trapezoidal cross-section (Photo 1). It
appears that channel maintenance is still carried out, as evidenced by cut
weed deposited on the left bank. It is likely that the river originally followed
a different course here, probably that defined by the parish boundary to the
north of the existing channel (Figures 1,2).
The channel alteration occurred before circa 1840, as it is shown on tithe
maps3 of that era (Figure 2), and may have been associated with the
building of Hardingham Mill. The alteration of the river course downstream
of the mill would have provided a greater head difference for milling. There
may even have been some channel alteration of the ‘original’ course,
because the upstream section of this (alongside fields 142 and 143 on the
tithe map, Figure 2) appears unnaturally straight.
As a consequence of the engineered and maintained channel, the river here
has little variation in width, depth or flow characteristics and hence fine
sediments (sand and silt) tend to settle out; this encourages emergent
aquatic weed (reeds and rushes) necessitating ongoing control (weed
dredging). The lack of natural channel features reduces the potential of the
river to support fish; in particular there is a lack of deeper pool habitats
suitable for adult fish, and shallow, gravel-dominated areas where rheophilic
(flow-loving) species can spawn. Environment Agency survey results confirm
this, including an absence of trout (Appendix 1).

There is a ford and cattle crossing close to the upstream end of the reach,
which acts as a low weir, with a steeper run downstream (Photo 2). This is
the only area of gravel substrate and may provide some suitable spawning
habitat for trout and other gravel-spawning fish species, although no trout
spawning activity was seen, as might reasonably be expected at this time of
year.
The land adjacent to the section upstream of Long Plantation is used for
grazing, at varying levels of intensity. There was no livestock present at
the time of the visit, but it appeared the land closer to the upstream
boundary was regularly grazed, ‘improved’ pasture, compared with the fields
closer to Long Plantation which were wetter and supported coarser grasses
and rushes (Photo 3). The latter area may be a county wildlife site which is
managed in this way. Downstream of the road bridge at Coston (not part of
this site), the left bank is a Site of Special Scientific Interest (Coston Fen,
Runhall4), listed for its fen vegetation.
The downstream section of the reach (alongside Long Plantation) has a more
natural channel plan-form, with some meanders and depth variation. The
land use on the left bank is pasture, and on the right broad-leaved woodland
(Photo 4). There were a couple of examples of large woody debris (LWD) in
the river channel. LWD is a general term referring to all wood naturally
occurring in streams including branches, stumps and logs. Almost all LWD in
streams is derived from trees located within the riparian corridor. Rivers with
adequate amounts of LWD tend to have greater habitat diversity, a natural
meandering shape and greater resistance to high water events. Therefore,
LWD is an essential component of a healthy stream’s ecology and is
beneficial by maintaining the diversity of biological communities and physical
habitat.
The presence of LWD has been shown to be extremely important in
several respects:
 An increase in the variety of flow patterns, depths and localised
velocities.
 Development of high in-channel physical habitat diversity
 Significant benefits to the control of run-off at the catchment scale,
as Woody Debris helps regulate the energy of running water by

decreasing the velocity. Thus the ‘travel time’ of water across the
catchment is increased resulting in a less ‘flashy’ regime.
Traditionally many land managers, riparian owners and river
authorities have treated LWD in streams as a nuisance and have
removed it, often with uncertain consequences. This is often
unnecessary and harmful: stream clearance can reduce the amount of
organic material necessary to support the aquatic food web, remove
vital in-stream habitats that fish will utilise for shelter and spawning
and reduce the level of erosion resistance provided against high flows.
In addition, LWD improves the stream structure by enhancing the
substrate and diverting the stream current in such a way that pools
and spawning riffles are likely to develop (Figure 3). A stream with a
heterogeneous substrate and pools and riffles is ideal for wild trout
and a range of other species.

Figure 3

Photo 1 Upstream section – straight, uniform channel

Photo 2 Ford at the upstream end of the reach

Photo 3 Wet grassland area in the fields on the left bank

Photo 4 Downstream section

3.0

Recommendations

There are two main improvement options for the river at this site. The first is
to work within the existing channel and to introduce various types of
structure to promote flow and habitat variation; the second, more ambitious
(and expensive), option is to design and create a new, more natural channel.
3.1
•

Options for works within the existing channel

Channel narrowing. Various methods can be used to reduce the width
of sections of the river (Figure 4) and these are detailed in the Wild
Trout Trust’s Chalkstream Habitat Manual5. The narrower channel has
a higher water velocity than the existing wide channel, thus promoting
scour of the river bed, keeping it clear of fine sediments and exposing
clean gravel. If required, the flood conveyance capacity of the existing
channel can be retained by creating a two-stage channel, with low
flows confined to the narrow channel and higher flows contained within
the wider, higher level channel. Alternatively, bank reprofiling could
promote the inundation of the floodplain for nature conservation
and/or flood storage purposes (Photos 5,6).

Figure 4

Photo 5 Bank re-profiling work on the River Glaven, North Norfolk

Photo 6 Same site as above one year after the works

•

Gravel restoration. Imported gravel could be introduced to create
artificial ‘riffles’. These gravel ramps act as low weirs, raising water
levels upstream but providing swifter water on the gently-sloping

(1:100) downstream face; they provide spawning habitat for flowloving fish species.
•

In-stream structures and large woody debris (LWD). The introduction
of groynes and flow deflectors, or the retention of naturally occurring
LWD helps to create localised flow variation and scour, which in turn
promotes variability in depth and bed substrate composition. This
section of the Yare has abundant material for this in the plantation on
the right bank.

•

Native trees could be planted and protected from grazing livestock on
the more exposed sections of the river bank; this will provide shade
and low cover over the water in the future which will increase the
amount of habitat available for adult fish.

Further information is available on the above techniques in the Wild Trout
Trust’s Chalkstream Habitat Manual5. It is a legal requirement that all the
works to the river require written Environment Agency (EA) consent prior to
undertaking any works, either in-channel or within 8 metres of the bank. It
is important that agreement is reached with the EA over the subsequent
maintenance of the river to avoid the situation of improvements being
removed or damaged during routine maintenance.

3.2

Channel modification

The single ownership and current low intensity land-use on both banks of the
river provide an opportunity to undertake a more ambitious river restoration
project on this site, involving modification of the course and channel
dimensions of the river. The restoration might involve returning the river to
its original course, modification of its existing course, creation of a new
channel, or a combination of these. Such works may provide the
opportunity for a range of benefits, including
•

Recreating sustainable natural river processes, such as self-sustaining
channel size, obviating the need for maintenance (e.g. weed cutting).

•

Increasing flooding frequency and floodplain water storage, providing
increased protection to downstream areas

•

River bed level raising and improving hydrological connectivity of the
river and floodplain meadows, with associated improvements to
biodiversity

•

The creation of natural channel features such as meanders, and
pool/riffles which would benefit the fish community.

Such a project would require a topographical survey of the site to establish
levels, scoping of what is possible within the constraints of gradient and
space available, and preparation of a detailed design of the new channel
course, dimensions and bed levels, with professional input from hydrologists,
ecologists and engineers. Consultation would be required with the
Environment Agency and possibly other agencies, and their written consent
is required.

4.0

Making it Happen

The Wild Trout Trust can provide further advice and support for undertaking
the recommended works within the existing channel. However, the
extensive channel modification works are beyond the scope of the WTT
alone; in order to progress these, an experienced project manager needs to
be appointed to oversee the planning, design, consultation, consenting and
implementation of the project.
A similar river rehabilitation project was carried out on the River Cole6
(Oxfordshire / Wiltshire border), and it is recommended that contact is made
with the River Restoration Centre (Martin Janes, www.therrc.co.uk ) for
advice on how this was carried out.
It appears that the land surrounding the river in this vicinity (and on the
wider farm) is not under Environmental Stewardship7. These are schemes
administered by Natural England which provide funding to land managers for
effective environmental management. Higher Level Stewardship (HLS) can
include funding for capital items (such as fencing), which could contribute
towards the cost of a river improvement project. This location may fall
within the Broads and Norfolk River Valleys HLS target area, but even if it is
outside there may still be options available. It is recommended that contact
is made with a Natural England advisor (tel. 0300 060 1114). The local

Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group (FWAG) may be able to assist with the
application process (www.fwag.org.uk/contact_fav276.htm).
It is recommended that this report is discussed with other interested parties
including the Environment Agency, Natural England and Norfolk Wildlife
Trust, as this may reveal opportunities for building a partnership project to
deliver the recommended improvements.
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Appendix 1
Environment Agency Electric Fishing Survey Results
Numbers of fish caught by species at two sites on the upper Yare in 2005.
Upstream of
Barnham
Broom
(17/5/2005)
2
1220 m

Upstream of
Barford
Bridge
(20/5/2005)
1428 m2

1
71
1
0
1
34
2
0
12
4
0
2
0
98
226

1
45
5
0
20
4
2
50
4
6
27
0
0
8
172

Species
3-spined stickleback [Gasterosteus
aculeatus]
Bullhead [Cottus gobio]
Chub [Leuciscus cephalus]
Common bream [Abramis brama]
Dace [Leuciscus leuciscus]
European eel [Anguilla anguilla]
Gudgeon [Gobio gobio]
Minnow [Phoxinus phoxinus]
Perch [Perca fluviatilis]
Pike [Esox lucius]
Roach [Rutilus rutilus]
Rudd [Scardinius erythrophthalmus]
Ruffe [Gymnocephalus cernuus]
Stone loach [Barbatula barbatula]
Total

The results show an absence of trout, and a lack of gravel-spawning coarse
fish (e.g. chub and dace).

